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accepted the job of General Manager at our co-op with the understand-

ing that one of my main responsibilities was to return PFC to a profitable 

business. This profit would enable our co-op to continue its path towards 

realizing our Ends: 

Health and well-being for Members and the community for a cost justified by 
the results…

Peoples Food Cooperative exists to provide service to our members and the 
community by achieving our ends:

1) Through our products and services we promote local economy, environmen-
tal sustainability, health, and economic justice.

2) We enhance and encourage cooperative community.

3) We foster participatory ownership through volunteer opportunities, educa-
tional experiences and cooperative governance.

4) In our business and community, we work towards the elimination of institu-
tional and structural racism and oppression.

5) We develop collective community wisdom around health and nutrition, 
principles and practices of sustainability, cooperative values and principles, 
and our own cooperative history.

THE

UPDATE NEWSLETTER

6) We are a model employer demonstrat-
ing a culture of professionalism, mutual 
support, and open communication 
which is based on the balance of per-
sonal and organizational needs.

7) Remembering and building on People’s 
Food Co-op’s history,  we will thrive 
into the future!

After months of assessment and consultation with PFC’s leadership and 

Board and other co-op leaders, I have concluded one (of many) financial 

areas that our co-op needs to change is our discount structure so there 

will no longer be a weekly member discount.  Effective January 1st 
2019, PFC owners will receive a 10% discount all day, once a 
month, on the day of their choice. We will be increasing everyday  

member-only sale items, introducing a new member rewards program for 

the café and hot/salad bar and the member case discount will remain in 

place. 

PFC is not yet in financial crisis. We are, however, at a critical moment 

where we (as member-owners) and we (as PFC Board and staff) need to 

reverse our current financial trends to create a viable future for PFC. Our 

current financial state is not sustainable, with YTD losses over $200,000 

due primarily to a declining customer count and over discounting. 

Co-ops are structured to give their profits back to their owners but with 

our current weekly discount we are in effect giving that profit back (in 

the form of the discount) before we even make it. I am confident that 

our member-owners value the co-op in their community and lives so our 

challenge as member-owners is to invest and reinvest in the financial 

health of PFC. 

Thank you all for your understanding and 
continued support of PFC!

Respectfully,
Angie Voiles
General Manager

I
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Hello Member-Owners,

First and foremost, I would 
like to thank everyone who 
attended our Town Hall 
meeting on November 13th. 
Roughly 120 member-owners 
came together at 
St. Andrews Church to 
discuss the future of PFC. 

It was inspiring to have so many folks who are 
passionate about the co-op in one room. We’ve set 
up a web page with materials from the meeting, 
which includes a full video recording. You can find 
everything at
 http://peoplesfood.coop/news/town-hall-meeting-
nov-2018/. There will be another Town Hall on Janu-
ary 29th. We hope to see even more of you there.

I want to briefly address the changes coming to PFC 
at the start of 2019. First, the member equity share 
will be increased to $160. The board and the General 
Manager studied co-ops across the country, and 
conducted deep financial analysis, to ensure that 
the new share amount represents the needs of the 
organization while staying within the constraints of 
our community. There will be a payment plan for new 
member-owners as well as current member-owners 
who need to pay up their share. There is also a pay-
ment plan for those experiencing financial hardship. 
I appreciate the understanding that member-owners 
have expressed at the need to update the share 
amount, which hasn’t been changed since 1986. 
Also starting in January, member discounts will be 
changed. Members will have a single day of their 
choosing each month to apply a 10% discount. This 
change was also the result of outreach to other co-
ops and deep financial analysis of PFC’s needs.

Change is never easy, particularly when it involves 
financial commitments. These changes are necessary 
though, as we work to shift the trajectory of the 
co-op. The board understands the impact this can 
have on our member-owners and we will be monitor-
ing the situation diligently.

Next, I want to underline other work the board has 
done to address PFC’s challenges. On December 

15th, the board and General Manager attended a 
day-long retreat with our longtime co-op consul-
tant to hammer out very specifically what tasks we 
want to focus on in the coming year. We came away 
energized, with a sharpened sense of where to direct 
our efforts. Stay tuned for more on that in the next 
Board Matters column. Also, we’ve been reaching 
out to individuals and organizations in the com-
munity to tap their expertise. I’d like to encourage 
member-owners who are interested in helping out, in 
a committee or otherwise, to reach out to us. There 
are a variety of ways in which member-owners can 
more directly shape the future of PFC.

I’d like to wish our member-owners all the best in 
the coming year. Our deep sense of community is 
evident throughout the PFC membership. It perme-
ates everything we do. Let it be a light to those in 
need and a light to the rest of the world, illuminating 
the path to a healthier, safer, more cooperative, 
more loving society.

Jaime Magiera
President, Board of Directors

Changes Coming to PFC at 

the Start of 2019
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Since our inception in 1971, we’ve focused on the value we provide 

our owners as a place for local residents to buy healthy foods at an 

affordable cost – something that, at the time, could not be found 

anywhere else. Over the decades, we’ve grown to become a family 

of people who share a belief in fresh, healthy food and the benefits 

of community connected by a mission to benefit self, community, 

and the planet.

Like any family, we rely on one another in good times and in times 

of challenge. Currently, the People’s Food Co-op is struggling. We 

need your investment more than ever to keep us moving forward. 

With a long, vibrant history, a dedication to shared values, and a 

belief in the importance of a local food co-op, we turn to you to help 

reverse a trend of declining sales and cash reserve depletion.

While we have been facing financial struggles for some time now, we 

do not believe the People’s Food Co-op is in its end days. Quite to the 

contrary, we believe a few strategic changes will give us the boost we 

need to evolve and become ever more valuable for our long-standing 

owners and for a new generation of co-op shoppers, too.

Guided by the global cooperative principles like voluntary and open 

membership, democratic owner control, owner economic partic-

ipation and concern for community, we realize the importance of 

meaningful investment in our shared vision.

With that in mind, we have spent the last six months studying the 

costs associated with running a mindful co-op and are implementing 

some changes in 2019.

First, our owner investment has remained the same since the early 

1980s. It is our intent to rise it to $160. In these times, the concept 

of ownership has become diluted in the wake of hulking superstores 

and ubiquitous gyms. At People’s Food Co-op, we believe ownership 

means something special – a community built on shared values and 

a sense of belonging.

We believe the value to you and to our community is vast, and thus 

our board has come to the realization that this contribution to the 

existence of our Co-op should rise to this new amount.

All the benefits of ownership remain: discounts, member-only sales, 

Member Appreciation Days, profit dividends, board elections, a 

voice in our community, and more.

In the coming year, we will make a second change: discount 

days will occur on a monthly basis, maintaining the 10% full-day 

discount, for all items throughout the store, even those already on 

sale. Each owner can choose their discount day, rather than store 

leadership choosing it for you. This way, you shop your discounts 

when it’s convenient to you, reaping the full benefit of this perk of 

ownership.

Co-ops embody the idea that we are stronger together than we 

could be alone. We recognize the competition is fierce for your food 

dollars, and we remain committed to the belief that the People’s 

Food Co-op, with our triple bottom line and our values-based 

shopping experience, is a special place that is unparalleled by any 

competition.

Together, we can make our community a better place to live. Together, 

we can celebrate the value in the personal and in shopping local. In 

an era when true connection is hard to find, the People’s Food Co-op 

is proud to be your home away from home.

What does the People’s Food Co-op mean to you?
Is it a home away from home? A community with members who share values and perspectives? 

A place to find the wholesome foods that nourish your soul?

INVESTING      PEOPLE’S FOOD CO-OP NOVEMBER 2018IN
THE

raise
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WHAT MOTIVATES THE CHANGE IN THE OWNERSHIP INVESTMENT?
Our owner investment was $60 from the early 1980s until this year. Increasing this 
cost to $160 in 2019 meets the rising costs of inflation, food competition, downtown 
location, and other challenges facing our small, community food co-op. It also helps 
us develop a foundation of support at a time when we need community help more 
than ever.

HOW WILL THE NEW OWNERSHIP DISCOUNT WORK?
Once every month, owners can take advantage of a 10% discount on all products 
and items, including already-marked-down sale items. This provides flexibility and 
allows every owner to choose their own discount day once every month.

WHY ARE WE REDUCING THE OWNERSHIP DISCOUNT OPPORTUNITIES 
FROM WEEKLY TO MONTHLY?
With fiscal responsibility a top priority, we realized offering weekly discount days 
prevented us from being profitable. Over the years of our existence, PFC has added 
discounts, eliminated them, and changed the way discounts work. It’s a common 
ebb-and-flow of a business like ours. At the same time that we are reducing the 
number of discount days significantly, we plan to increase the number of everyday 
member-only on-sale items.

CAN PFC BE AFFORDABLE WITHOUT THESE DISCOUNT OPPORTUNITIES?
Every day, we offer a breadth of bulk items, Co-op Deals and Co-op Basics for 
ongoing ownership benefit and savings. We also are expanding our member-only 
promotions and opportunities. At the same time, we hope PFC owners shop here 
because they recognize the value in being a part of such a vibrant, values-based 
community. More than just a grocery store, we hope PFC owners shop here because 
of the ideals we stand for and our commitment to community.

WHO DECIDES ON DISCOUNTS?
Store leadership is responsible for setting the discount structure, based on a host 
of factors. In this case, we sought alignment with our Board. 

WHO DECIDES ON OWNER FEES?
Owner investment amounts are decided by the Board, after months of open discus-
sion. A benefit of People’s Food Co-op ownership is the opportunity to participate in 
monthly Board meetings and weigh in on structural changes. We have held several 
monthly discussions at our Board meetings to consider these changes.

WHAT ARE SOME RECENT CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS?
Over the past year, we’ve updated displays and moved items to more logical places 
within the store. Do you like our new look? We welcome your feedback as we move 
toward creating a space that is easier to shop. We’re soon adding a sandwich 

counter and cut-to-order deli meat and cheese, and recently we added a six-foot 
open-air cooler of fresh meat, some from local farms; curbside carryout to ease 
parking frustrations, and more.

SHOULD I BE WORRIED ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THE CO-OP?
While these are indeed tough times for People’s Food Co-op, we don’t believe we’re 
facing extinction. People’s Food Co-op is dedicated to remaining a community 
store in Ann Arbor, serving the local community with meaning and mindfulness. We 
recognize the competitive landscape of today’s food sources, and we are doing ev-
erything in our power to bolster our success and pave the path to a bright future. 
While we might investigate options for a new location where we could expand our 
footprint, we have no intentions of closing.

DOES PEOPLE’S FOOD CO-OP REMAIN RELEVANT IN THE 21ST CENTURY?
Perhaps more than ever, People’s Food Co-op – and all food co-ops across the 
country – fill an important need. It used to be that every local grocery was a 
familiar spot where staff and shoppers knew one another. Not so today. At a time 
when people are more distant than ever, connected virtually more than face-to-
face, People’s Food Co-op remains a bright spot offering community, connection, 
and meaning around one of life’s necessities: the way we nourish our bodies, and 
our souls. That said, we do not aspire to be a big-box natural foods shop. We try 
to balance product quality with the underlying attributes that comprise our co-op 
foundation such as a focus on how we treat our staff, the cleanliness of our store 
and our products, the sourcing of products and so much more. PFC profits flow 
back to our community, a community that is inclusive of and valuing staff and 
owners as the core of our existence.

WILL OWNERS HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE THEIR INPUT?
While we’ve already discussed these changes at several board meetings, we are 
planning one town hall meeting in early November to gather owner input as well 
as discuss our need to expand or relocate. We always welcome conversation from 
owners about any and all issues facing the co-op.

IS PFC RELEVANT IN THE 21ST CENTURY?
At a time when consumers are widely interested in finding health-promoting 
natural foods, the co-op model distinguishes itself through its principles, by basing 
this food conversation in community. We applaud anything that engenders more 
sustainability within the greater community, staff, products and food production. 
Many grocery stores are riding the natural food profit wave today, and we appreci-
ate the wide interest in natural foods. We believe PFC lives in a broader landscape 
with ideals that promote not only a commitment to natural foods, but also to 
greater principles that are timeless.

PEOPLE’S FOOD CO-OP: Frequently Asked Questions



How much waste do you and your family usually 
throw away every day? What if we make it in a 
month? And how much if we make it in a year? 
Can you imagine where will all those waste go 
eventually? Here  are five Tips for Zero Waste: 
Refuse what you don’t need, Reduce what you do 
need, Reuse things by using reusables, Recycle 
the things that you cannot refuse, reduce, or 
reuse, and Rot the rest to make compost.

1. Refuse
Refuse means that don’t take what you don’t 
need and bravely refuse things that are given to 
you without your intention. In example is junk 
mail, it is kind of a waste of resources since it will 
eventually just go straight into your trash bin. An-
other example is those freebies you can get from 
conferences, parties, or meetings. Every time you 
take one, you create a demand to take more and 
more. Ask yourself, what will you do with another 
free pen?

2. Reduce
Reduce means get what you need, efficiently. You 
can do this step by first learning to clean up your 

house and choose unused 
stuffs you find. You can 
donate those things for 
people who need it or you 
can sell it in your own ga-
rage sale. This will lighten 
your load and bring happi-
ness to other people who 
are more likely to give 
those things more use.

3. Reuse (and Repair)
Reuse and also Repair, is another step to Zero 
Waste living. The first thing is swap the disposable 
for reusable items, like tissues for handkerchiefs 
and cloth napkins, plastic bags for shopping totes, 
etc. If you have changed your disposables for 
reusable items, then you can repair those things 
when they get broken. In example when your 
shopping tote is ripped, you can just sew it to give 
it back its full function.

4. Recycle
Recycling is your last resort, choose wisely what 
you are going to buy and think about the former 

INGREDIENTS
•  3 tablespoons olive oil
•  2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
•  1 tablespoon lemon zest
•  1 tablespoon fresh rosemary, chopped
•  1/2 teaspoon salt
•  1/2 teaspoon black pepper
•  2 pounds boneless, skinless chicken thighs (about 6 to 8)
•  1 medium sweet potato, unpeeled, cut crosswise in half-inch slices
•  1 large parsnip, sliced in rounds
•  1 large onion, cut in eight wedges
•  1/2 cup chopped fresh parsley

PREPARATION
1. In a storage container large enough to hold the chicken pieces, whisk 
the olive oil, lemon juice and zest, and salt and pepper. Add the chicken 
and toss to coat. Marinate overnight or at least 4 hours.

2. Heat oven to 425°F. Spread the prepared vegetables in a large roast-
ing pan. Drain the marinade from the chicken into the pan and toss with 
the vegetables. Place the chicken on top and put in the oven. Roast for 
40 minutes, shaking the pan to loosen the vegetables every 10 minutes. 
When the chicken pieces are browned, test for doneness by inserting an 
instant-read thermometer into the thickest part of a thigh. It should read 
160°F. When the chicken is fully cooked and the vegetables are tender, 
place them on a serving platter and top with parsley.

AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP:
• Field Day Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil

• Conventional Lemons

• Shenandoah Growers Rosemary

• Miller’s Chicken Brest

• Organic Sweet Potatoes

• Local Organic Onions Sturtzman Farm

• Local pesticide Free Parsley from 
   Pakhabari Farms

three steps first. Choose materials other than 
plastics if you cannot recycle it yourself because 
plastic often ends up in the landfill (or ocean).

5. Rot
Rot things and make them compost. Find a 
compost system that works for your home and 
learn what it will digest. This way, you will make 
use of what’s grown from earth and give it back 
to earth. Those are the steps to guide you to Zero 
Waste living. For your information, if you want 
to do this you should remember that you are not 
alone. There are many sites in the internet that 
will provide you the information about the guides, 
supports, even nearest communities.

Easy Tips for 
Zero Waste
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  For more information, registration or 
cancellations check our Website & Facebook.

PFC SPONSORED 
CLASSES

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

2019 PFC CLASS SERIES

COOKING 101: HOW TO SHOP ON A BUDGET
Keegan C. Rodgers
Wednesday January 16, 2019
Ann Arbor District Library
Keegan C. Rodgers, owner of The Lakehouse Bakery in 
Chelsea, leads this lively workshop on how to shop well 
on a budget. Participants will learn how to prepare meal 
plans and grocery lists and how to save money at the 
grocery store. Discussion will also cover how to maxi-
mize the use of ingredients and minimize food waste.

PERMACULTURE SEASONS: WINTER
David Hall
Tuesday January 22, 2019
Crazy Wisdom Community Room
What is there to do with ourselves in the dark and 
snowy times of Michigan? For the gardener, horticul-
turist, and practitioner of permaculture there is an 
incredible amount we can still do while the land is more 
dormant. Join David Hall for this facilitated conversa-
tion around the many different activities you can take 
part in to make the most of winter and prepare for 
spring. For more information contact David at 
innerouterservices@gmail.com

NATURAL REMEDIES FOR SEASONAL AFFEC-
TIVE DISORDER
Margo Hertzfield
Tuesday February 5, 2019
Crazy Wisdom Community Room
Join clinically certified aromatherapist Margo Hertzfeld 
for an informative class around Seasonal Affective 
Disorder - it’s causes, it’s symptoms and how you can 
bring more light into the winter months with remedies 
from nature. Key essential oils and applications will be 
detailed along with lifestyle ideas to get you to spring!

HOME MADE PASTA
Keegan C. Rodgers
Wednesday February 6, 2019
Ann Arbor District Library: Secret Lab
Keegan Rodgers, owner of The Lakehouse Bakery in 
Chelsea, will demonstrate how to make fresh pasta in 
your own kitchen.

CHOCOLATE CHOCOLATE CHOCOLATE
Keegan C. Rodgers
Thursday February 14, 2019
Ann Arbor District Library: Secret Lab
Keegan C. Rodgers, owner of The Lakehouse Bakery 
in Chelsea, leads this lively talk!  Attendees will get a 
taste of some chocolate too! Learn all about chocolate: 
how it’s grown, what the different percentages mean, 
what really is chocolate and what isn’t, how to temper 
chocolate, how to properly store chocolate, and how to 
properly melt chocolate.

THE BASICS OF CAKE DECORATING
Keegan C. Rodgers
Thursday March 7, 2019
AADL Traverwood Branch: Program Room
Keegan Rodgers, owner of The Lakehouse Bakery in 
Chelsea, will demonstrate the basics of cake decorating!

THE HISTORY OF HEMP
Clinton Zimmerman
Thursday March 7, 2019
Crazy Wisdom Community Room
Join Clinton for The History of Hemp - in this class 
Clinton will be talking about one of the most signifi-
cant plants for mankind. It is astonishing to see how 
eco-friendly and widespread the uses of hemp can be. 
Hemp was probably the earliest plant that was cultivat-
ed for textile fiber, which dates back to 8,000 B.C. 
It has played many roles through out history in war, 
religion, exploration, racism, the industrial revolution 
of the 1930’s. Hemp has over 25,000 diverse uses 
which can help change people’s lives, while helping 
save on the pocket book, and re-balance the Earth’s 
ecosystem. Find out how the Hemp industry deterio-
rated and was demonized to such an extent in the 20th 
century, even after so many successful and productive 
years of use and industry. Learn who was behind one 
of the largest take downs in American history, and why 
to this day strong lobbying still manages to keep the 
growth of this valuable crop banned and the public 
disillusioned, and fearful. In this hour and a half class 
we will explore the history of this dynamic plant, and 
how it has contributed to shaping our history, and why 
it seriously is a CASH crop for humanity and the future 
of this planet.

INTERNATIONAL SAUCES
Keegan C. Rodgers
Friday March 15, 2019
Ann Arbor District Library: Secret Lab
Keegan C. Rodgers, owner of The Lakehouse Bakery 
in Chelsea, leads this lively talk! Learn the basics to 
conquer a variety of sauces from curry, and mother 
sauces to Mexican mole.
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At the Co-op, we know that our relationship with 
owners and shoppers is key to our success. We 
take pride in the service we provide and continu-
ally look for ways to improve it. To that end, we’re 
excited to introduce a new, additional way to hear 
from you!

Beginning this February 2019, we’ll randomly 
invite shoppers to complete a short survey using 

WE’RE LISTENING!
HOW IT WORKS:

SHOP
Shop for your favorite items 
to guarantee quality & freshness.

CHECK OUT
At check out, ask for one of 
our CURBSIDE CARRY-OUT PAGERS. 
We’ll hold on to your groceries 
while you get your car. 

PICK-UP
When you’re in designated 
curbside pick-up area simply 
press the call button. One of our 
friendly associates will be right 
out with your groceries.             

NATURAL FOODS MARKET & DELI

FREE 
PARKING

There is 
FREE PARKING 
across the street 
after 6:00pm during 
the week & all day 
on the weekends.
Meter / Street parking is free after 6 p.m.

a link printed on their cash register receipts. Custom-
ers who complete the survey will receive an offer for 
$5.00 off a future purchase of $25 or more * some 
exclusions apply.

This new option is in addition to all the other ways you 
can share your ideas or questions. 

As always, you can contact us via:

• 734-994-9174 - Give our store a call anytime!

• www.peoplesfood.coop - Use the Contact Us page to  
  send us a message

• In person- Chat with us about what you love and 
   how we can do better

• Comment cards- Request a product, leave a 
   comment, or ask a question. 

We value your feedback and we look forward to 

hearing more of it!



Since our most recent Connections newslet-

ter content deadline there have been some 

updates I would like to share with you, our 

member-owners and customers.

First and 

foremost, 

a huge thank you to our mem-

ber-owners that have chosen to 

reinvest in PFC and welcome to our 

new members who joined in 2019 

at the $160 new investment level!! 

We’ve received some questions 

and feedback from members so 

here are some Frequently Asked 

Questions:

Q: What is the new member  

investment level and how much do I owe?

A: Starting in 2019 member-ownership at PFC is a $160 investment. 

This means if you were previously invested at $60 it would be an 

additional $100 investment. If paying the $100 at once is not in your 

current budget we have multiple payment plans available.

Q: If the co-op has been losing money for 5+ years, why should I 

invest more?

A: The increase in member equity will help us grow our businesses’ 

capital allowing us to finance much needed changes. The increased 

 2019 UPDATE: Frequently Asked Questions 

equity investment will not go to cover operational cash flow, rather it 

will be kept separate allowing PFC to fund future projects.

Q: What happens if I previously invested at $60 but do not invest the 

additional $100?

A: Your money will stay invested 

in the co-op. As of February 1, 

however, if existing member-own-

ers (invested at $60) do not 

choose a payment plan or pay 

up to the $160 level they will be 

moved to inactive member status. 

This means member-owner sale 

prices and the monthly mem-

ber-owner discount will no longer 

be applied and they will be ineligi-

ble to vote in our Board election.

You can, however, start a payment plan or pay the additional $100 

after February 1st and your membership will be re-activated.

Thank you all for your understanding and 
continued support of PFC!

Respectfully,
Angie Voiles, General Manager

“A huge thank you 

to our member-owners 
that have chosen 

to reinvest!”




